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Reduced Dimensional Chebyshev-Polynomial Chaos
Approach for Fast Mixed Epistemic-Aleatory

Uncertainty Quantification of
Transmission Line Networks
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Abstract— This paper presents a hybrid Chebyshev-polynomial
chaos (CPC) metamodel for the uncertainty quantification of
multiconductor transmission line networks. The key feature of
this metamodel is its capacity to account for two different types
of uncertainty simultaneously present in a network—uncertainty
arising from imprecise knowledge regarding the network parame-
ters (epistemic uncertainty) and uncertainty arising from the ran-
dom variability in the network parameters (aleatory uncertainty).
Unfortunately, when investigating such mixed epistemic-aleatory
problems, the CPU costs to construct the hybrid CPC metamodel
becomes exorbitantly large. To address this issue, a new sensitivity
sweeping-based dimension reduction algorithm especially tailored
for mixed epistemic-aleatory problems has been developed in this
paper. Numerical techniques based on iterative model enrichment
and priority-based sampling have also been developed to further
enhance the efficiency of the algorithm.

Index Terms— Aleatory uncertainty, dimension reduction,
epistemic uncertainty, multiconductor transmission lines (MTLs),
polynomial chaos, sensitivity analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the sustained miniaturization of transistor fea-
ture sizes below the 22-nm level, uncertainty in

interconnect networks has been found to introduce wide-
spread unpredictability in the performance of integrated
circuits [1]–[4]. In order to accommodate this uncertainty
in the early design cycles, new circuit simulators capable
of modeling the impact of uncertainty in multiconductor
transmission line (MTL) networks need to be developed.
An important aspect of such simulators must be their ability
to handle both aleatory and epistemic forms of uncertainty.
Aleatory uncertainty refers to the natural variability inherent
in the MTL network parameters [5]–[7]. Typically, this type
of uncertainty arises from the manufacturing and fabrication
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process variations and is commonly modeled using random
variables with known probability density functions (PDFs),
e.g., uncertainty in the area of cross section and the length of
conductors in the MTL network [5]–[7]. On the other hand,
epistemic uncertainty refers to the lack of data or knowledge
regarding the MTL network parameters [5]–[7]. This type of
uncertainty occurs due to unavoidable errors in the numerical
simulations and measurements when quantifying the electrical
and mechanical properties of materials. The epistemic para-
meters are represented as intervals of possible values with no
knowledge of the PDF available. One common example is
the uncertainty in the value of the relative permittivity of the
dielectric medium used in MTL networks [5]–[7].

Currently, the literature on uncertainty quantification in
MTL networks has largely focused on problems exhibiting
only aleatory uncertainty [1]–[3], [8]–[19]. Very little atten-
tion has given to the more general problems where both
epistemic and aleatory uncertainty is simultaneously present
within the same network (i.e., mixed uncertainty problems).
A characteristic feature of mixed uncertainty problems is
that the statistics of the network responses are no longer
unique. Rather, these statistics vary with the values of the epis-
temic parameters. Thus, the main goal of mixed uncertainty
quantification (MUQ) is to precisely determine the maximum
and minimum bounds circumscribing the variability in any
response statistics [5]–[7].

The most common approach for performing MUQ is
by using metamodels such as the augmented PC meta-
model [20], [21] and the hybrid Chebyshev-polynomial chaos
(CPC) metamodel [22], [23]. Of these, the CPC metamodel is
particularly attractive due to its theoretically correct treatment
of epistemic variables as nonprobabilistic variables [22], [23].
The CPC metamodel represents the effect of the aleatory and
epistemic dimensions on any model response using polynomial
chaos (PC) and Chebyshev basis functions, respectively. The
coefficients of the basis functions form the new unknowns
of the system and are usually evaluated using nonintrusive
methods [22], [23]. Once the coefficients are determined,
the CPC metamodel serves as a closed-form proxy model that
can be directly probed for MUQ.

Unfortunately, the main limitation of the CPC metamodel
is that the number of unknown coefficients grows very
rapidly with the number of uncertain dimensions in a net-
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work. This means that even for a modest set of uncertain
network dimensions, an exorbitant number of deterministic
SPICE simulations are required to evaluate all the coeffi-
cients [24]–[26]. This issue is further compounded by the fact
that conventional techniques to reduce the size of metamodels,
developed for purely aleatory problems, cannot be extended
to mixed uncertainty problems [16], [18], [27]–[35]. This is
because all the conventional methods invariably rely on the sta-
tistics of the network response to determine the best possible
strategy to reduce the size of the metamodel. Unfortunately,
unlike purely aleatory problems, the response statistics of
mixed uncertainty problems vary with the local values of the
epistemic dimensions. Because of this local variability in the
response statistics, so far it has been impossible to extract
meaningful and unbiased information to guide a metamodel
reduction process. This inability to reduce the CPC metamodel
makes MUQ a far more computationally expensive problem
than simply aleatory UQ [1]–[3], [8]–[19].

To curb the computational expense involved in MUQ, in this
paper, a dimension reduction strategy especially tailored for
mixed uncertainty problems has been developed. As a first
step of this strategy, a multistage iterative methodology is
formulated to construct a crude forward model of the net-
work response. The number of iterations in this methodology
is adaptively tuned to find a suitable tradeoff between the
accuracy of the forward model and the CPU costs expended
in constructing this forward model. Once the forward model
is constructed, it is then used to calculate the sensitivity of
the response variance with respect to each epistemic and
aleatory dimension of the network at many different points
distributed over the entire multidimensional epistemic space.
This sensitivity analysis algorithm is hereafter referred to as
a sensitivity sweeping algorithm. The sensitivity sweeping
algorithm tracks how the sensitivity measure (or index) of
each dimension varies across the entire multidimensional
epistemic space. Based on this global sensitivity information,
those epistemic and aleatory dimensions that have negligible
impact on the response variance across the entire epistemic
space are identified. Thus, the key innovation of the proposed
sensitivity sweeping algorithm is that it can correctly identify
the unimportant network dimensions even in the presence
of locally variable response statistics. Once these unimpor-
tant dimensions are identified and removed, a more compact
CPC metamodel of the network response can be constructed
at a fraction of the expected CPU costs without much loss in
accuracy.

While this paper is based on the author’s preliminary work
of [26], it advances new mathematical ideas, algorithms, and
analyses that are not to be found in [26]. First, the sensitivity
sweeping algorithm of this paper demonstrates how to identify
the unimportant epistemic dimensions in a mixed uncertainty
problem–knowledge that was not included in [26]. As a result,
the proposed approach is able to reduce both the epistemic
and aleatory network dimensions instead of simply reducing
the aleatory dimensions as shown in [26]. This translates to far
greater reduction in CPU costs for the proposed approach over
that of [26] as demonstrated in Section IV. Second, the pro-
posed approach is flexible enough to consider complicated

problems where epistemic uncertainty is embedded in both
the mean and standard deviation (SD) quantities of aleatory
dimensions. This is in contrast to the work of [26] where
no epistemic uncertainty was considered in the SD quantity.
Third, when considering epistemic uncertainty in both the
mean and SD quantities, the 1-D forward model proposed
in [26] is grossly inaccurate for sensitivity analysis. Hence,
a robust and flexible forward model capable of incorporating
2-D (and possibly even higher dimensional) terms depending
on the network is developed in this paper. Finally, when
constructing this robust forward model, an iterative enrichment
strategy and a priority-based sampling strategy to minimize
the CPU costs is used. Note that no such cost-mitigating
techniques have been developed for the forward model of [26].
The accuracy and efficiency of this paper is validated via
multiple numerical examples in Section IV.

II. PRELIMINARIES REGARDING MUQ
Consider a general distributed deterministic MTL network

the electrical behavior of which is represented in SPICE using
the standard modified nodal analysis equations

GX(t)+ C
dX(t)

dt
+ F(X(t))

+
Nt∑

i=1

(
Ti Yi (t)TT

i

) ∗ X(t) = B(t). (1)

In (1), G and C are the coefficient matrices, X is the vector
of uncertain voltage/current responses, F contains the stamp
of nonlinear circuit elements, Ti is the selector matrix map-
ping the vector of port currents ii (t) for the i th distributed
MTL network into the nodal space of the circuit, Yi is the cor-
responding time-domain Y-parameter macromodel of the i th
MTL network, B represents the vector of independent voltage
and current sources, and “∗” denotes the temporal convolution
which is performed in a recursive manner in SPICE. Next, it is
assumed that epistemic and aleatory uncertainty is introduced
into the network of (1) via the geometrical, electrical, material,
and device parameters. The mathematical representation of the
epistemic and aleatory uncertainty is discussed next.

A. Epistemic and Aleatory Uncertainty Is Separated

Let M and N parameters of the network of (1) exhibit
epistemic and aleatory uncertainty, respectively. If all these
parameters are different from each other, then the epistemic
and aleatory uncertainty in these parameters are said to be
separated. In that case, these parameters can be mathematically
represented as

emin, i ≤ ei ≤ emax, i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ M

a j = a j,0(1 + s jλ j ) ; 1 ≤ j ≤ N (2)

where [emin,i , emax,i ] represent the closed interval of values the
epistemic parameter ei can assume, a j,0 is the nominal (mean)
value of the aleatory parameter a j , s j is the corresponding
relative SD, and λ j is the corresponding aleatory dimension.
Using a linear transformation, the variability in the epistemic
parameter ei can be mapped to the variability in an epistemic
dimension ξi as

ei = (emax, i + emin, i )

2
+ (emax, i − emin, i )

2
ξi (3)
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where ξi ∈ [−1, 1]. Note that there is no available information
regarding the marginal PDF of ξi while the marginal PDF of λ j

is assumed to be known.

B. Epistemic and Aleatory Uncertainty Coexists in
the Same Model Parameter

Besides the M and N parameters of above, let there be
an additional R network parameters of (1) where the epis-
temic and aleatory uncertainty coexists simultaneously. These
R parameters are mathematically represented as

ai = ai,0(1 + siλi ); N + 1 ≤ i ≤ N + R

amin, i ≤ ai,0 ≤ amax, i ; smin, i ≤ si ≤ smax, i (4)

where [amin,i , amax,i ] and [smin,i , smax,i ] represent the closed
intervals of values the mean and relative SD can take. In such
a scenario, a similar linear transformation as (3) can be used
on the mean and relative SD quantities of (4) as

ai,0 = (amin, i + amax, i )

2
+ (amax, i − amin, i )

2
μi−N ;

si = (smin, i + smax, i)

2
+ (smax, i − smin, i )

2
θi−N (5)

where μi−N ∈ [−1, 1] and θi−N ∈ [−1, 1]. As before, there is
no available information regarding the marginal PDF of μi−N

and θi−N while the marginal PDF of λi is assumed to be
known.

The overall vector of uncertain dimensions is α = [λ β]
where λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λN+R ] is the vector of aleatory dimen-
sions and β = [ξμθ] = [ξ1, . . . , ξM , μ1, . . . , μR, θ1, . . . , θR]
is the vector of epistemic dimensions. The aleatory dimensions
occupy the N + R-dimensional space �a and the epistemic
dimensions occupy the M + 2R-dimensional space �e. It is
assumed that all the network dimensions are uncorrelated.
Finally, the total number of uncertain dimensions in (1) is
P = M+N+3R. The impact of these uncertain P dimensions
on any single network response x(t, α) can be quantified
using the statistical moments of the response. The arbitrary
j th statistical moment of the response x(t, α) is expressed as
the integral

m j (t,β) =
∫

�a

(x(t,λ,β)) jρ(λ)dλ (6)

where ρ(λ) is the joint PDF of the aleatory dimensions λ. It is
observed from (6) that the j th statistical moment is an integral
over the entire aleatory domain �a . As a result, the value of
the statistical moments of the response is dependent on the
values of the epistemic dimensions β. The goal of MUQ is to
evaluate the maximum and minimum bounds circumscribing
this variability of any response statistics [5]–[7].

C. Existing Hybrid CPC Approach for MUQ

It is impossible to use conventional PC metamodels to
capture the mixed uncertainty in a network response. This is
because generalized PC theory dictates that the basis func-
tions used must be mutually orthonormal with respect to the
joint probability density function (PDF) of the input dimen-
sions [25]. However, for a mixed uncertainty problem, the

marginal PDFs of the epistemic dimensions, and consequently,
the joint PDF of the input dimensions are always unknown.
To resolve this issue, in recent works, a hybrid CPC metamodel
has been developed for MUQ [22], [23]. The CPC metamodel
represents the mixed uncertainty in a network response x(t, α)
using the closed-form expansion

x(t,α) ≈
NPC −1∑

k=0

xk(t)φk(λ)ψk(β) (7)

where φk(λ) is the kth multivariate PC basis function taken
from the Wiener–Askey scheme [25], ψk(ξ) is the kth multi-
variate Chebyshev basis function, and xk(t) is the correspond-
ing coefficient. The number of terms in the expansion of (7)
is equal to NPC = (P + d)!/(P!d!) where d is the maximum
common degree of the PC and Chebyshev bases.

The rationale for using a CPC metamodel is that it leverages
orthonormal basis functions to represent both epistemic and
aleatory uncertainties even in the absence of any knowledge
regarding the marginal PDFs of the epistemic network dimen-
sions. In other words, the basis functions φk(λ) and ψk(ξ) of
(7) both satisfy the inner product relationship [22]

〈
φ j , φk

〉 = 〈
ψ j , ψk

〉 =
∫

�a

φ j (λ)φk(λ)w(λ)dλ

=
∫

�e

ψ j (β)ψk(β)χ(β)dβ = δ j k

w(λ) = ρ(λ);χ(β) =
M+2R∏

j=1

1√
1 − β2

j

. (8)

Note that the weight function χ(β) is specially selected in (8)
to ensure that the bases ψk(ξ ) belong to the Chebyshev
polynomial family, same as in [22]. Due to the orthonormality
condition of (8) displayed by the basis functions of (7),
the CPC approximation of (7) will quickly converge to the
correct results over the multidimensional mixed uncertainty
space �a × �e even though the marginal PDFs of epistemic
dimensions remain unknown [22], [23]. The coefficients of (7)
can be evaluated using any nonintrusive approach. Once the
coefficients are known, the metamodel of (7) can be used as
a closed-form proxy to the SPICE model of (1). Hence, it is
drastically more efficient to use the closed-form metamodel
of (7) instead of the large SPICE model of (1) to extract the
maximum and minimum bounds of the statistics of x(t, α).

The main limitation of the CPC metamodel is that in order
to evaluate the unknown coefficients of (7), the number of
discrete SPICE simulations of the network of (1) that is
required is 2NPC . In other words, the number of required
SPICE simulations scale as O(Pd ) = O((N +M +3R)d ) with
respect to the total number of dimensions P [16]. Thus, even
for moderate values of N , M , and R, the number of required
SPICE simulations will be computationally intractable. While
various methods such as those based on ANOVA [16], [18],
[27], [34], active subspaces [33], basis adaptations [28]–[31],
truncated Karhunen–Loeve decomposition [32], and proba-
bilistic error criteria [35] have been developed to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem for purely aleatory problems,
all of these methods invariably fail when applied to mixed
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uncertainty problems. This is because all of these methods
rely on the statistical information of the response in order
to determine how to best reduce the number of unknown
coefficients in the metamodel. Unfortunately, as described
in (6), the response statistics of mixed uncertainty problems
vary with the local values of the epistemic dimensions β.
Because of this local variability in the response statistics, none
of the aforementioned conventional approaches can extract any
objective and unbiased information to guide the metamodel
reduction process.

Among other techniques, methods based on l0 norm
regularization [36], sensitivity-based principal component
analysis [37], and tensor-train decomposition [38] has been
successfully deployed for high-dimensional circuit simulation
problems. For example, the l0 norm regularization approach
finds the sparsest subset of PC bases by calculating an impor-
tance measure for each basis function. On the other hand, the
work of [37] couples a principal component analysis scheme
with a sensitivity analysis scheme to identify a subset of the
most important uncorrelated dimensions that have maximum
influence on the network response. Thereafter, a PC meta-
model is constructed for this reduced subset of dimensions.
Finally, the tensor train decomposition of [38] significantly
accelerates the computation of statistical moments in mas-
sively high-dimensional spaces. Despite the various benefits
of all these works, their extension to mixed problems remains
nontrivial. This is because the epistemic dimensions β will still
introduce local variability in the importance analysis of basis
functions, the sensitivity analysis scheme, and the statistical
moment calculations. Thus, irrespective of the approach cho-
sen, reducing the CPC metamodel remains an open problem.
This inability to reduce the CPC metamodel means that the
massive O(Pd ) number of SPICE simulations required cannot
be reduced in any way. As a result, MUQ of MTL networks
with even a modest number of uncertain dimensions (P) is a
challenge for circuit designers.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF PROPOSED DIMENSION

REDUCTION APPROACH FOR MIXED

UNCERTAINTY PROBLEMS

In this section, the proposed sensitivity sweeping-based
dimension reduction algorithm, developed especially for mixed
uncertainty problems, is described. As a starting point of this
algorithm, a robust numerical representation of the network
response x(t, α), referred to as a forward model, needs to
be constructed. This forward model is constructed in multiple
stages, as described in Sections III-A–III-C.

A. Constructing the Initial Forward Model of the Response

In order to construct a forward model of any network
response x(t , α) of (1), that response is first decomposed into
a sum of hierarchical interaction terms as [39]

x(t,α) = x0(t)+
P∑

i=1

xi (t, αi )

+
xi (t,αi ,α j )∑

1≤i, j≤P

+ · · · + x12...P (t,α) (9)

where x0 is the value of x(t,α) in the absence of any
uncertainty (zeroth interaction term), xi (t,αi ) represents the
contribution of each αi on x(t,α) acting alone (one-way
interaction terms), xi j (t ,αi ,α j ) represents the contribution of
each {αi , α j } pair on x(t,α) acting alone (two-way interaction
terms) etc. The zeroth and one-way interaction terms of (9)
are expressed as [39]

x0(t) = x(t,α(0))

xi(t, αi ) = .x(t,α)|α(0)\αi
− x0(t); 1 ≤ i ≤ P (10)

where α(0) = 0 and the notation α(0)\αi represents the vector
where all components of α except αi are set to 0.

In the work of [26], a forward model of the response
x(t,α) was approximated using only the zeroth and one-way
interaction terms as

x(t,α) ≈ x0(t)+
P∑

i=1

xi (t, αi ). (11)

However, this forward model is too simplistic and grossly
inadequate for the scenario where epistemic and aleatory
uncertainties simultaneously coexist within the same model
parameters. To better understand why that is the case, assume
αi = θi−N . Now, when quantifying xi (t,αi ), all component
of α except αi = θi−N are set to 0 as shown in (10). This
means that the dimensions λi = μi−N = 0. Replacing λi =
μi−N = 0 in (4) and (5) automatically leads to xi (t,αi ) = 0
in (10). Thus, based on the forward model of (11), the
contribution of any epistemic dimension θi−N to any network
response is always zero—a completely incorrect conclusion.
This incorrect conclusion is an artifact of the forward model
of (11) caused by the fact that all two-way or higher interaction
terms in the forward model have been neglected even when the
SD quantities, si in (4), have uncertainty embedded in them.

In order to eliminate this artifact from the forward model,
in this paper, a new iterative algorithm to construct the forward
model is proposed. In this algorithm, initially the forward
model is assumed to contain all zeroth, one-way, and only
a select few two-way interaction terms of (9). Specifically,
the two-way interaction terms included are those where the
pair {αi , α j } = {λi , θi−N } in (9). These specific two-way
interaction terms are selected because they partially capture the
contribution of each epistemic dimension θi−N which was not
possible by simply using the one-way interaction terms in (11).
Next, the initial forward model is mathematically represented
using a CPC-based metamodel as

x(t,α) ≈ x0(t)+
P∑

i=1

xi (t, αi )+
∑

1≤i, j≤P

xi (t, αi , α j )

=
N+R∑

i=1

d∑

r=0

x (r)i (t)φr (λi )+
M+2R∑

i=1

d∑

r=0

y(r)i (t)ψr (βi )

+
R∑

i=1

d∑

j=2

j−1∑

r=1

z(r)i (t)φr (λi+N )ψd−r (θi ) (12)

where xr
i (t), yr

i (t), and zr
i (t) are the coefficients representing

the contributions of the aleatory, epistemic, and the two-way
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mixed dimension interactions, respectively. Now, replacing
the functionality of the zeroth and one-way interaction terms
of (10) in (12) allows the reformulation of (12) as an
Ax = B over-determined linear system of equations for
Nsim nodes which can be solved in a least-squares manner to
evaluate the coefficients of (12) similar to what has been done
for purely aleatory problems in [15]. The CPC metamodel
representing the forward model in (12) is hereafter referred
to as F1(t , α). F1(t , α) is relatively sparse compared to the
full-blown CPC metamodel of (7) because it only includes a
small number of two-way interaction terms and nothing else.
In fact, the number of unknown coefficients (Nco) and the
corresponding number of SPICE simulations required (Nsim)
to evaluate the coefficients of F1(t , α) in (12) is limited to

Nco = d(d−1)R

2
+(d+1)(M+N +3R); Nsim = 2Nco (13)

where Nco � NPC and consequently Nsim � 2NPC. Next,
the forward model F1(t , α) is used to calculate the sensitivity
of the response variance with respect to each epistemic and
aleatory dimension of the network. This sensitivity analysis is
based on a sensitivity sweeping algorithm.

B. Sensitivity Analysis Using a Sensitivity Sweeping
Algorithm

The sensitivity analysis of the network dimensions is broken
into two parts. In the first part, the sensitivity of the response
variance with respect to all aleatory network dimensions is
quantified. This is followed by the second part where the sen-
sitivity of the response variance with respect to all epistemic
network dimensions is quantified. Based on these sensitivity
analyses, the network dimensions are ranked in order of their
importance.

The main challenge in estimating the sensitivity of the
response variance with respect to any network dimension is
that the variance itself varies with the values of the epistemic
dimensions β. This variability in the response variance means
that the sensitivity information of any dimension also varies
with the values of the epistemic dimensions β. In order
to capture the variability of the sensitivity information of
any dimension over the entire epistemic space, a sensitivity
sweeping algorithm is proposed. This algorithm is based on
a nested sampling approach. As part of this nested sampling
approach, in the outer loop, Ne uniformly distributed sample
points or nodes are selected spanning the entire epistemic
space �e without replacement. Note that in the absence of
any knowledge regarding the PDF of the epistemic dimen-
sions, a choice of uniformly distributed sampling nodes is the
most appropriate. Let any pth node be described as β p =
[ξ p

1 , . . . , ξ
p
M , μ

p
1 , . . . , μ

p
R, θ

p
1 , . . . , θ

p
R ] where 1 ≤ p ≤ Ne.

Replacing each node β p in the forward model F1(t , α) of (12)
renders the model as a pure PC metamodel of the aleatory
dimensions λ as

F1(t,λ,β = β(p)) ≈ x̂0(t)+
N+R∑

i=1

d∑

r=1

x̂ (r)i (t)φr (λi ) (14)

where x̂0 represents the mean and x̂ (r)i are the r th PC coeffi-
cients capturing the impact of λi on the response, all computed

at the node location β = β p . The term x̂0 and coefficients x̂ (r)i
vary with the values of the epistemic dimensions β and hence
will change for each node β p . Now, in the inner loop, the first-
order Sobol‘s sensitivity index of the aleatory dimension λ1
is computed as [40]

A1(t,β = β(p)) = V (t,β(p))

Vu(t,β(p))
=

∑d
r=1

(
x̂ (r)1 (t)

)2

∑N+R
i=1

∑d
r=1

(
x̂ (r)i (t)

)2

(15)

where V (t , β p) is the contribution of the aleatory dimen-
sion λ1 to the response variance and Vu(t , β p) is the overall
response variance, both estimated at the node location β = β p .
The index of (15) is further reduced to a scalar quantity by
integrating the numerator and denominator of (15) over the
entire time window of simulation, [0 −Tmax] as shown

Â1(β = β(p)) =
∫ Tmax

0

∑d
r=1

(
x̂ (r)1 (t)

)2
dt

∫ Tmax
0

∑N+R
i=1

∑d
r=1

(
x̂ (r)i (t)

)2
dt
. (16)

The integrals of (16) can be evaluated using any appropriate
numerical integration rule [41].

This process of evaluating the local sensitivity index of λ1
at β = β p , performed inside the inner loop, is next repeated
for all Ne nodes of the outer loop. In so doing, the scalar
sensitivity index of (15) is evaluated at all the Ne nodes
spanning the entire epistemic space�e. Thus, the index of (16)
is considered to have been “swept” across the entire epistemic
space �e in a point-by-point manner. This is why the above
algorithm is referred to as a sensitivity sweeping algorithm.
The above sensitivity sweeping algorithm is then repeated for
all N + R aleatory dimensions. From the ensemble of the
sensitivity indices of (16), the relative importance of λ1 with
respect to all other aleatory dimensions is expressed as the
ratio

Iλ1 =
∑Ne

p=1 Â1(β = β(p))
∑N+R

q=1
∑Ne

p=1 Âq(β = β(p))
. (17)

It is pointed out that the relative importance measure of (17)
takes into account the variability of the response variance
across the entire epistemic space. As a result, this measure
represents the correct relative sensitivity of each aleatory
dimension that could not otherwise be determined using con-
ventional means due to the variability of the response variance.

In the above algorithm, a total of Ne response variances and
(N + R)Ne Sobol’s sensitivity indices of (16) are quantified.
All of these computations does not involve any SPICE sim-
ulations and are done analytically using the forward model
F1(t , α). Moreover, all of these computations can be easily
performed in parallel. Thus, the CPU expense of the sensitivity
sweeping algorithm when applied for aleatory dimensions is
negligible.

Next, the sensitivity analysis for the epistemic dimensions
is performed. At this juncture, it is strongly emphasized that
currently there is no known approach to estimate the sensitivity
indices of epistemic dimensions of a mixed problem. In this
paper, this limitation is resolved by observing that the response
variance Vu(t , β p) of (15) has already been evaluated at
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all Ne nodes. This ensemble of variance measures are referred
to as unconditional variances. From these Ne unconditional
variances, the unconditional maximum and minimum bounds
of the variance are determined as

Vmin(t) = min(Vu(t,β
(p)), 1 ≤ p ≤ Ne);

Vmax(t) = max(Vu(t,β
(p)), 1 ≤ p ≤ Ne). (18)

Thereafter, the response variances at Ne sample nodes are
revaluated subject to the constraint that at all Ne nodes, the
value β

p
1 = β

(1)
1 . In other words, a new ensemble of variance

measures are determined subject to the condition that the first
epistemic dimension β1 is fixed at the location β(1)1 . The corre-
sponding variance bounds are called the conditional maximum
and minimum bounds. Mathematically, the conditional bounds
can be described as

Vmin,1,1(t) = min(Vu(t,β
(p))∀β(p)

1 =β(1)1 , 1≤ p ≤ Ne);
Vmax,1,1(t) = max(Vu(t,β

(p))∀β(p)
1 =β(1)1 , 1≤ p ≤ Ne). (19)

From the knowledge of the unconditional and conditional
bounds, the area enclosed within these bounds across the entire
time window of simulation is measured as

E1 = 1

2 Tmax

(∫ Tmax

0

(
Vmax(t)− Vmax,1,1(t)

)
dt

−
∫ Tmax

0

(
Vmin(t)− Vmin,1,1(t)

)
dt

)
. (20)

As before, the integral of (20) is evaluated using any appropri-
ate numerical integration rule. The integral of (20) measures
the change in the variance bounds caused by fixing β1 at
the location β(1)1 . In other words, this integral measures the
sensitivity of the variance bounds with respect to the epistemic
dimension β1 at the location β1 = β

(1)
1 . Thus, the integral

of (20) is hereafter referred to as the local sensitivity index
of β1. The local sensitivity index of β1 is then evaluated at
all β1 = β

p
1 , 1 ≤ p ≤ Ne nodes. In this way, the sensitivity

index of β1 is “swept” across the entire 1-D space [−1, 1]
in which the dimension resides. This sensitivity sweeping
algorithm is repeated for all M + 2R epistemic dimensions
of the network. To collate the information from the sensitivity
sweeping, the relative importance of β1 with respect to all
other epistemic dimensions is expressed as the ratio

Iξ1 =
∑Ne

p=1 E1
(
β1 = β

(p)
1

)

∑M+2R
q=1

∑Ne
p=1 Eq

(
β1 = β

(p)
1

) . (21)

Once again, the relative importance measure of (21) takes into
account the variability of the response variance across the
entire multidimensional epistemic space. Thus, this measure
too represents the correct relative sensitivity of each epistemic
dimension that could not otherwise be determined using con-
ventional means due to the variability of the response variance.

It is observed that for the sensitivity analysis of the epis-
temic dimensions, Ne instances of the variances have to be
computed to find out the variance bounds of (18). This process
has to be repeated for a maximum of Ne sample points and
M + 2R dimensions. In other words, a maximum of
(M + 2R)N2

e variances have to be computed. However, as

explained before, these variance computations are done ana-
lytically using the forward model F1(t , α) and can even be
parallelized to ensure that negligible CPU costs are incurred.

To summarize, the proposed sensitivity sweeping algorithm
is able to quantify the relative importance measure of all
network dimensions, whether aleatory or epistemic, using (17)
and (21) even in the presence of locally variable response
variances—something that has hitherto not been possible to do.
As a result, the measures of (17) and (21) can be directly used
to rank the P network dimensions in order of their relative
importance. From this ranking, the least important network
dimensions can be identified.

C. Iteratively Enriching the Forward Model

In Section III-A, a methodology to construct a very sparse
forward model F1(t , α) was developed. While the sparsity
of F1(t , α) ensures that very few SPICE simulations of
the original network is incurred in constructing the forward
model, it also means that F1(t , α) may not be accurate
enough to correctly evaluate the relative importance of each
network dimension in (17) and (21). This may lead to an
incorrect ranking, and consequently, an incorrect identification
of the least important network dimensions. To avoid this issue,
the forward model F1(t , α) needs to be sufficiently enriched
by adding the remaining two-way interaction terms, and if
needed, even the higher interaction terms of (9). In this section,
an iterative algorithm to do so is described.

In order to iteratively enrich the forward model F1(t , α),
the entire set of P network dimensions are classified into
three subsets—S1 contains the critical network dimensions
whose relative importance measure of (17) and (21) lies in
the 75%–100% range, S2 contains the moderately impor-
tant network dimensions whose relative importance measure
of (17) and (21) lies in the 1%–75% range, and S3 contains
the presumptive least important network dimensions whose
relative importance measure of (17) and (21) is below 1%.
Now, the forward model F1(t , α) is enriched using the
subsets S1–S3 as follows.

Step 1: The two-way interaction terms of the critical dimen-
sions in subset S = S1 need to be added first. The sum of
these specific two-way interaction terms minus those two-way
interaction terms already included in (12) are quantified as [39]

∑

{αi , α j } ⊆S1

xi j (t, αi , α j ) = x(t,α)|α(0)\S1
− η (S1)x0(t)

−
∑

{αi , α j }⊆S1

(xi (t, αi )+x j (t, α j ))

(22)

where η(S1) is the cardinal number of the set S1 minus the
number of pairs {αi , α j } = {λi , θi−N } already considered
in (12). The interaction terms of (22) are mathematically
represented using a bunch of CPC metamodel terms, similar
to (12), as

x(t,α)|α(0)\S1
−η(S1)x0(t)−

∑

{αi ,α j }⊆S1

(xi (t, αi )+x j(t, α j ))

≈
∑

{αi ,α j }⊆S1

yk(t)ν(αi )κ(α j )

(23)
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where depending on whether αi and α j are epistemic or
aleatory dimensions, ν(αi ) and κ(α j ) are either Chebyshev
or PC bases, respectively. As before, the coefficients of
(23) are evaluated using linear regression. It is noted that
evaluating the coefficients of (23) will automatically increase
the number of nonintrusive SPICE simulations required
(Nsim ) beyond the value of 2Nco of (13).

Step 2: The CPC terms of (23) is added to the forward
model F1(t , α) so as to enrich its information content. The
new and enriched forward model is called F2(t,α) where

F2(t,λ, ξ ) = F1(t,λ, ξ )+
∑

{αi , α j } ⊆S1

yk(t)ν(αi )κ(α j ). (24)

At this point, it is important to check if F2(t,α) is suffi-
ciently rich in information or not. This check is done by
repeating the sensitivity sweeping algorithm of Section III-B
using F2(t,α) instead of F1(t , α). If the resultant change
in the relative importance measure of (17) and (21) for all
network dimensions is below 0.1%, then it is concluded that
F2(t,α) is already sufficiently rich in information. At this
point, the dimensions in S3 are the correct set of least
important dimensions. Thus, the value of these dimensions
are set to zero (i.e., removed from the network) and thereafter
the reduced dimensional CPC metamodel is constructed as
described in Section III-D. On the other hand, if even for a
single network dimension, the resultant change in the relative
importance measure of (17) or (21) is more than 0.1%, then it
is concluded that F2(t,α) is not sufficiently accurate. In that
case, the contents of subsets S1–S3 are updated and the process
moves on to step 3.

Step 3: Steps 1 and 2 are repeated where this time the
subset of dimensions whose two-way interaction terms are
added in (24) is S = S2. This enriches the forward model
F2(t,α) to F3(t,α). Now, if in repeating step 2, it is found
out that F3(t,α) is not sufficiently rich in information, then
steps 1 and 2 have to be repeated, only this time the {αi , α j }
pair must satisfy αi ⊆ S1 and α j ⊆ S2.

Steps 1–3 enrich the forward model F1(t , α) by adding
the most important two-way interaction terms till the correct
set of least important network dimensions are identified.
By removing the least important network dimensions, it is
possible to reduce the original P network dimensions to a
much smaller number s. On the other hand, if adding all the
two-way interaction terms still fails to sufficiently enrich the
forward model, then steps 1–3 can be repeated, this time with
the higher interactions terms of (9) included in (23) and (24).

D. Priority-Based Linear Regression Node Selection

Once the s reduced dimensions are identified, a new
and reduced CPC metamodel is constructed similar to (7)
with the difference being that the number of terms in the
reduced metamodel is equal to NRPC = (s + d)!/(s!d!) where
NRPC � NPC. The coefficients of this reduced CPC meta-
model are evaluated using the linear regression scheme of [15].
In this linear regression scheme, there are a total of (d + 1)s

Gaussian quadrature nodes. Of these quadrature nodes,
Nreg = 2NRPC nodes are required where the nonintrusive

SPICE simulations of the network have to be performed. It is
pointed out that these new SPICE simulations are in addition
to the Nsim SPICE simulations already required to evaluate the
coefficients of the forward model in (12) and (23). Therefore,
the Nsim SPICE simulations to evaluate the coefficients of the
forward model in (12) and (23) appear as CPU overheads. One
method to reduce these overheads is by using steps 1–3 laid
out in Section III-D. Note that in these steps, the interaction
terms of S1 and S2 are not included all together but rather
in sequence. This is done deliberately so that if the forward
model is sufficiently enriched after adding the interaction terms
of S1, then adding the interaction terms of S2 can be avoided.
This allows the user to control the Nsim number of SPICE
simulations required to fashion the forward model.

In this section, a new priority-based node selection strategy
to even further reduce the CPU overheads is proposed. As part
of this strategy, the overall set of (d +1)s Gaussian quadrature
nodes is split into two sets, ζ and π . The set ζ holds the
nodes where the Nsim SPICE simulations of the network have
already been performed in order to evaluate the coefficients
of the forward model in (12) and (23). The set π holds the
remaining (d+1)s−η(ζ ) nodes where η represents the cardinal
number of set ζ . Now, when searching for each Nreg regression
node, first all nodes in the set ζ are checked to see if they
can be reused based on the D-optimality criterion [15]. Only
if no suitable node is found in the set ζ does the search
proceed to set π . In effect, a higher priority is bestowed on the
nodal set of ζ over π . The rationale behind this priority based
node selection is to reuse as many of the Nsim simulation
results in the linear regression scheme. In this way, only a
fraction of the new Nreg SPICE simulations will have to be per-
formed to evaluate the coefficients of the reduced dimensional
CPC metamodel.

Assuming that ω fraction of the nodes from the set ζ are
reused, the resultant efficiency in terms of the number of
SPICE simulations required achieved by the proposed dimen-
sion reduction scheme over the full-blown CPC metamodel
of (7) is of the order

2NPC

Nreg + (1 − ω)η(ζ )
= 2Pd + O(2Pd−1)

2sd + (1 − ω)η(ζ )+ O(2sd−1)

≈ 2Pd

2sd + (1 − ω)η(ζ )
. (25)

From (25), it is inferred that the maximum efficiency bound of
the reduced dimensional CPC metamodel over the full-blown
CPC metamodel is of the order O((P/s)d ). This occurs when
all the nodes of set ζ are reused (i.e., ω = 1).

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, three examples are presented to demonstrate
the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed reduced dimen-
sional CPC metamodel over the full-blown CPC metamodel
of [22], [23]. All relevant metamodel coefficient computations
are performed using MATLAB 2013b while the determinis-
tic transient simulations are performed using HSPICE [42].
In particular, for all examples, the MTL networks are modeled
using the W-element transmission line model provided by
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the MTL network of Example 1.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of the MTL network of Fig. 1.

HSPICE which by default includes frequency-dependent per-
unit-length parameters [42].

Example 1: In this example, the 16 conductor stripline
MTL networks of Fig. 1 terminated by inverters consisting of
SPICE level 49 CMOS transistors is considered. The response
of interest for this example is the transient voltage at
node N1 of Fig. 1. The cross-sectional layout and geometric
dimensions of the transmission lines are shown in Fig. 2.
The voltage sources of Fig. 1 exhibit a trapezoidal waveform
of rise/fall time Tr = 0.1 ns, pulsewidth Tw = 5 ns, and
amplitude of 5 V. All the uncertain parameters of this example
possess normal aleatory PDFs and are listed in Table I. The
total number of network dimensions are P = 36.

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed
approach, the uncertainty quantification for this example is
performed using three metamodels—the conventional full-
blown CPC metamodel [22], [23], the author’s previous work
of [26], and the proposed reduced dimensional CPC meta-
model where the degree of expansion of all metamodels are set
to d = 3. In constructing the reduced dimensional metamodel,
the number of epistemic samples used in the sensitivity sweep-
ing algorithm is set to Ne = 10 000. In addition, including
all two-way interactions between dimensions in S1 makes
the forward model sufficiently enriched to correctly identify
the unimportant network dimensions of this example. The
number of SPICE simulations incurred in constructing the

TABLE I

UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS OF EXAMPLE 1 (FIG. 1)

forward model is Nsim = 248. Using the forward model,
the original P = 36 dimensions of the network is reduced
to s = 8 dimensions. In particular, all mixed dimensions of
parameter L, the epistemic mean and aleatory dimensions of
parameters w and s, and the epistemic mean of resistance Rs1
are retained. All other dimensions are discarded. It is noted
that this reduction is substantially greater than the reduction
from P = 36 to s = 30 achieved by the work of [26]. This
greater reduction is possible because this paper reduces both
the epistemic and aleatory network dimensions unlike the work
of [26] which only reduces the aleatory network dimensions.

Next, the maximum bound of mean plus three times the SD
and minimum bound of mean minus three times the SD of the
transient response at node N1 is evaluated using the aforemen-
tioned three methods. The reason these particular statistical
results are chosen is because they represent the maximum
and minimum possible probabilistic bounds of the transient
response at node N1 caused due to the mixed uncertainty.
These results are compared in Fig. 3(a). Furthermore, in order
to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed approach for
higher order statistical moments, the bounds of the cumulative
density function (CDF) of the transient response at N1 is
evaluated at the time point when the mean is maximum
(t = 1.1 ns) using the full-blown and the proposed reduced
dimensional CPC metamodels. The maximum bound of the
CDF is called the plausibility function and the minimum
bound is called the belief function. These results are compared
in Fig. 3(b). From Fig. 3(a) and (b), it can be concluded
that the reduced dimensional CPC metamodel shows good
agreement with its full-blown counterpart.

The total number of SPICE simulations incurred by the full-
blown CPC metamodel, the work of [26], and the proposed
reduced dimensional CPC metamodel are reported in Table II.
It is observed from Table II that using the priority-based
node selection scheme improves the speedup of the proposed
metamodel over the full blown CPC metamodel and the
work of [26] from roughly 32 and 19 times, respectively,
to 55 and 33 times, respectively. For this example, the full set
of Nsim = 248 SPICE simulations required to construct the
forward model is reused in the priority based node selection
scheme.
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TABLE II

CPU COST ANALYSIS EXAMPLE 1

Fig. 3. Statistics of the transient response at node N1 of Fig. 1. (a) Maximum bound of mean plus three times the SD and minimum bound of mean minus
three times the SD of the transient response at node N1. (b) Belief and plausibility CDFs of the transient response at node N1 at time point when mean of
the response is maximum (i.e., at t = 1.1 ns).

Example 2: In this example, the same MTL network of
Fig. 1 is considered with the responses of interest being the
transient voltage at both nodes N1 and N2. The uncertainty
in the network is introduced using P = 45 parameters,
the characteristics of which are listed in Table III.

The uncertainty quantification for this example is performed
using the same three metamodels as in Example 1. When
constructing the reduced dimensional metamodel, the number
of epistemic samples used in the sensitivity sweeping algo-
rithm is still kept at Ne = 10 000. Just as in Example 1,
including all two-way interactions between dimensions in S1
makes the forward model of this example sufficiently enriched
to correctly identify the unimportant network dimensions.
The number of SPICE simulations incurred in constructing
the forward model is Nsim = 284. Leveraging this forward
model, the original P = 45 mixed dimensions is reduced
to s = 12 dimensions. In particular, all mixed dimensions
of parameters T and εr , the epistemic mean and aleatory
dimensions of parametersw and s, and the aleatory dimensions
of capacitances CL1 and CL2 are retained. All other dimensions
are discarded. As expected, this reduction is substantially
greater than the reduction from P = 45 to s = 35 achieved
by the work of [26].

The same statistical bounds of Example 1 are evaluated
for the transient responses at nodes N1 and N2 using the
aforementioned methods and the results are compared

TABLE III

UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS OF EXAMPLE 2 (FIG. 1)

in Fig. 4. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the accuracy
of the proposed approach for higher order statistical moments,
the CDF bounds of the transient responses at N1 and N2 are
evaluated at the time points when the corresponding means are
maximum (t = 1.04 ns and t = 1.09 ns, respectively) using
the same aforementioned methods. These results are compared
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Fig. 4. Statistics of the transient responses at nodes N1 and N2 of Fig. 1. (a) Maximum bound of mean plus three times the SD and minimum bound of
mean minus three times the SD of the transient response at node N1. (b) Maximum bound of mean plus three times the SD and minimum bound of mean
minus three times the SD of the transient response at node N2.

Fig. 5. Maximum and minimum bounds of the CDFs of the transient responses at nodes N1 and N2 of Fig. 1. (a) Belief and plausibility CDFs of the
transient response at node N1 at time point when mean of the response is maximum (i.e., at t = 1.04 ns). (b) Belief and plausibility CDFs of the transient
response at node N2 at time point when mean of the response is maximum (i.e., at t = 1.09 ns).

Fig. 6. Schematic of the MTL network of Example 3.

in Fig. 5. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is concluded that the reduced
dimensional CPC metamodel shows good agreement with the
full-blown CPC metamodel.

The total number of SPICE simulations incurred by the full-
blown CPC metamodel, the work of [26], and the proposed
reduced dimensional CPC metamodel are reported in Table IV.
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Fig. 7. Cross-sectional view of the MTL network of Example 3. (a) Subnetwork 1. (b) Subnetwork 2. (c) Subnetwork 3.

TABLE IV

CPU COST ANALYSIS EXAMPLE 2

It is observed from Table IV that using the priority-based
node selection scheme improves the speedup of the proposed
metamodel over the full blown CPC metamodel and the work
of [26] from approximately 29 and 14 times, respectively, to
38 and 19 times, respectively. For this example, the full set
of Nsim = 284 SPICE simulations are reused in the priority
based node selection scheme.

Example 3: In this example, the MTL network of Fig. 6 ter-
minated by inverters consisting of SPICE level 49 CMOS tran-
sistors is considered. The cross-sectional layout and geometric
dimensions of the MTL subnetworks are shown in Fig. 7. The
lengths of the transmission lines in subnetworks 1, 2, and 3
are set to 5, 10, and 15 cm, respectively. The voltage sources
of Fig. 6 exhibit a trapezoidal waveform of rise/fall time
Tr = 0.1 ns, pulsewidth Tw = 5 ns, and amplitude of 5 V.
The transient voltages at the nodes N1, N2, N3, and N4 are
considered to be the responses of interest. All the uncertain
parameters of this example possess normal aleatory PDFs and
are listed in Table V. The total number of network dimensions
are P = 60.

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed
approach, the uncertainty quantification for this example is
performed using the same metamodels of Example 1 where
the degree of expansion of all the metamodels are set to d = 3.
For this example, the sensitivity sweeping algorithm requires
Ne = 10 000 epistemic samples. As in Examples 1 and 2,
including all two-way interactions between dimensions in S1
makes the forward model of this example sufficiently enriched
to correctly identify the unimportant network dimensions.

TABLE V

UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS OF EXAMPLE 3 (FIG. 6)

The number of SPICE simulations incurred in constructing
the forward model is Nsim = 680. By leveraging the forward
model, the original P = 60 mixed dimensions of the example
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Fig. 8. Statistics of the transient responses at nodes N2 and N4 of Fig. 6. (a) Maximum bound of mean plus three times the SD and minimum bound of
mean minus three times the SD of the transient response at node N2. (b) Maximum bound of mean plus three times the SD and minimum bound of mean
minus three times the SD of the transient response at node N4.

TABLE VI

CPU COST ANALYSIS EXAMPLE 3

is reduced to s = 20 dimensions. In particular, all mixed
dimensions of parameters w1, w2, w3, s1, s2, and s3, and the
aleatory dimensions of the PMOS channel length PL1 and PL3
are retained. All other dimensions are discarded. As before,
this reduction is substantially greater than the reduction from
P = 60 to s = 43 achieved by the work of [26].

The same statistical bounds of Example 1 are again evalu-
ated using the aforementioned three methods, this time for
the transient crosstalk responses at nodes N2 and N4 of
Fig. 6. The corresponding results are compared in Fig. 8.
From Fig. 8, it can be concluded that the reduced dimensional
PC metamodel shows good agreement with the full-blown
PC metamodel.

The total number of SPICE simulations incurred by the full-
blown CPC metamodel, the work of [26], and the proposed
reduced dimensional CPC metamodel are reported in Table VI.
It is observed from Table VI that using the priority based
node selection scheme improves the speedup of the proposed
metamodel over the full blown CPC metamodel and the work
of [26] from approximately 19 and 7 times, respectively,
to 22 and 9 times, respectively. For this example, the full set
of Nsim = 680 SPICE simulations are reused in the priority
based node selection scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel reduced dimensional CPC metamodel
for the fast mixed epistemic-aleatory uncertainty quantification
of high-speed MTL networks is presented. The construction
of this metamodel is based upon a new sensitivity sweeping
algorithm. This algorithm facilitates extracting global sensitiv-
ity information regarding each epistemic and aleatory network
dimension that otherwise could not be obtained due to the
variability in the response statistics. Based on this global
sensitivity information, the most unimportant network dimen-
sions are objectively identified and removed. Consequently,
the number of network dimensions are reduced. Numerical
examples reveal that constructing a CPC metamodel using only
the reduced dimensions is significantly more efficient than
constructing the full-blown CPC metamodel without much
loss in accuracy. Furthermore, an iterative model enrichment
strategy and a priority-based node selection strategy to curb
the CPU overheads of this sensitivity sweeping algorithm have
also been developed.
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